Non-III Libraries (DCB)

What statuses will display in Prospector on items from non-III libraries that are using the DCB?

In the initial profiling process, libraries will map item statuses to Available or Not Available for requesting through Prospector. For DCB items, Missing or On Order statuses would not typically appear in the Prospector central catalog. Items with a status of Missing (or something similar) in the local ILS would be mapped to the Not Available status for Prospector. Other than Available or Not Available, other statuses for DCB items in the Prospector catalog would be statuses related to INN-Reach transactions that are happening via the DCB server. If an item has been paged to fill a Prospector request but has not been checked out to the other library to fill the hold, it might display as “1 HOLD.” After the item has been checked out to the other library and sent offsite, the due date would display in Prospector.
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